
Chase Childers 
Software Engineer 

chasechilders12@gmail.com 301-535-4243 Swan Point, Maryland chasechildersdev.netlify.app 

PROJECTS 

La Plata Baseball (07/2022 - 07/2022) 
Developed an informational website for the La Plata High
School baseball team using React and Redux 

Compiled player data for statistical analysis 

Set up a state management system with redux to maintain
states for the roster and player list 

Used React Router for navigation between pages 

Built function components for the navigation bar, carousel, etc.

Built with: React, Redux, HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript 

Cinego (06/2022 - 06/2022) 
Developed a movie review application that allows users to
create an account, login, search movie titles, and write reviews
incorporating the OMDb API 

Used the Express ES6 Template Engine to render application
data on the client side 

Implemented cookies to save session data and created a user
registration feature 

Incorporated Sequelize ORM to work with relational
databases, including seeders, migrations, and models 

Built with: HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, Node.js, Express,
Bootstrap, PostgreSQL, Sequelize ORM 

Sheltr (05/2022 - 05/2022) 
Sheltr is an online service that provides addresses, hours, and
other important information for homeless shelters in
Washington D.C, Los Angeles, and Baltimore 

Used the Google Maps API to render homeless shelters on an
interactive map and fetched API data from shelter databases 

Implemented a dropdown menu to allow users to easily switch
between cities and map displays 

Built with: HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, Bootstrap 

Avengers Jeopardy (04/2022 - 04/2022) 
Simple Jeopardy game played in the terminal, allowing users
to collect money as they answer questions on the board 

Imported the Playsound module to add sound to the game 

Built with: Python 

EDUCATION 

Full Stack Web Development Certificate 
Digital Crafts 
04/2022 - 07/2022,  Atlanta, Georgia 

B.A. of Political Science 
Randolph-Macon College 
08/2015 - 06/2019,  Ashland, Virginia 

SKILLS 

HTML CSS JavaScript Bootstrap 

Node.js Express React Redux Python 

RESTful API Postgres AWS 

Sequelize ORM GitHub Git AJAX 

Material UI 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Technical Recruiter 
Techead 
02/2020 - 05/2021,  Richmond, Virginia 

Sourced candidates using Linked-In, Monster, and
CareerBuilder 

Made 30+ outbound calls a day 

Coordinated times and prepared candidates for
interviews accordingly 

Assisted in the onboarding of placed employees to
ensure their start 

Negotiated salaries and working terms with potential
consultants 

Technical Recruiter 
Morton Consulting 
06/2019 - 02/2020,  Richmond, Virginia 

Sourced candidates using Linked-In, Monster, Indeed,
Facebook, etc. 

Cold called active and passive candidates for various
requisitions 

Participated in req/candidate update meetings with
CEO and account managers 

Attended meetups in order to attract potential
candidates and business 

Negotiated salaries and working terms with potential
consultants 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 
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